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Chapter 11 

The Desolate Beast Region was the border between the Cangyang Kingdom and the Lihuo Kingdom.The 

two kingdoms didn't need to set up any defenses on this border because it was a paradise for demonic 

beasts.At the same time, the treasures of the Desolate Beast Region could be found everywhere. It was 

said that the reason why the Desolate Beast Region was so barren was because the spiritual items and 

spiritual herbs had absorbed all the spiritual energy in this place."Ah … luckily we didn't fly too deep. I 

reckon we'll be able to leave this place in a few days."Lingxi cheered happily while being carried on Long 

Chen's back.The two of them had already been together for a day. Thus, this fellow who previously 

thought that men and women shouldn't touch each other was now lying comfortably on Long Chen's 

back, enjoying the pleasure of having a mount."Xiao Xi, shut your stinky mouth. If it wasn't for your 

constant chattering, would we have encountered so much trouble? I'm telling you, if I die here, I'll 

definitely rape you and then kill you! "Long Chen threatened in a flustered and exasperated manner. He 

was carefully crawling out of the Desolate Beast Region, but the fellow on his back kept talking all of a 

sudden, causing him to break out in a cold sweat.Long Chen still had lingering fears after experiencing 

the fatal threat of the Moon Devouring Direwolf and the other demonic beasts."Hmph, stinky brat, do 

you think I'm an idiot? I've thought it through. I'm a sword right now, the Lingxi Sword. What can you do 

to me?"The grey mountains and the grey sky seemed to connect without end. The air was filled with the 

smell of corpses and rotting corpses. Long Chen frowned and continued on his way."There's not much 

time left. I want to leave this place and reach the fifth layer of the Dragon Vein Realm. The clan meeting 

is just around the corner. If I can't obtain the dragon seal, then I won't have the strength to prove my 

existence in the upcoming bullshit wedding … "Lingxi casually said, "You're only at the third layer of the 

Dragon Vein Realm. It's indeed very difficult to reach the fifth layer of the Dragon Vein Realm in half a 

month with the resources of this small place."Lingxi's words made Long Chen even more 

disheartened.He looked ahead and felt that there were many mountains in front of him, blocking his 

path and trapping him for the rest of his life."Something's wrong …"Long Chen was suddenly 

enlightened. He thought to himself, "Mountains are meant to be climbed. It hasn't even been half a 

month. Why should I be discouraged now? Dad didn't give me the right to be discouraged! " 

 

His heart was suddenly filled with lofty sentiments.Ling Xi gloomily said when she sensed the blazing 

light that had suddenly erupted from Long Chen's eyes, "What a strange fellow …""Oh right, Little Xi, you 

said this place is a small place? Our Cang Yang Kingdom has 17 counties, each county's land is very large. 

Take the Yuan Ling County where Baiyang Town is located, for example, there are hundreds of small 

towns like Baiyang Town. "Lingxi rolled her eyes and said, "You're just a toad at the bottom of a well. 

The area you're in is called the Myriad Kingdom Domain. There are close to ten thousand small countries 

like Cang Yang Kingdom in the Myriad Kingdom Domain. And the Myriad Kingdom Domain is only a small 

piece of the Dragon Sacrificial Continent. "Long Chen was shocked.He shook his head and said, "Little 

girl, don't try to lie to me. How can there be such a big world? I've only heard that there are a few 

countries beside Cang Yang Kingdom.""Believe it or not, hmph!"His footsteps made light sounds as he 

stepped on the withered wood.Long Chen didn't pay attention to Lingxi anymore. He focused all his 

attention on his journey. The desolate beast region was filled with jagged rocks. It was because of these 

rocks that Long Chen was able to hide his figure.Desolate beast roars could be heard from the 

front."Little Xi, there might be danger ahead. Try not to speak loudly if there's nothing important."Ling 



Xi had clearly sensed it as well as she obediently responded with a sound of agreement.Half a day 

passed as they traversed through the mountains. Long Chen raised his head and saw that the sky in the 

distance was no longer as heavy as before. Strands of light were peeking through. He was 

delighted."Luckily that muddle-headed fellow didn't go too deep. With my current speed, if there's no 

danger, I should be able to get out in two or three days. However, I've wasted about five days in total. 

How can I be her match in just ten days? "The two continued on their way.If there was no danger, they 

would play around and insult each other. If there was danger, the two would keep quiet out of 

fear. Because Lingxi's perception was very strong, she was able to chase away demonic beasts from 

afar.Time passed day by day. Lingxi could also feel the anxiety in Long Chen's heart. One day, she 

suddenly said sneakily, "Hey, I, I smell a Mountain Demon Ginseng. Hehe. " 

 

Long Chen was startled and casually said, "Smell it? Are you a little dog? A dog's nose is really sharp. 

"Lingxi immediately said angrily, "Bastard, I'm helping you out of goodwill, but you actually called me a 

little dog. I … I won't help you anymore. I caused you to lose face at some family meeting. Hmph! "Long 

Chen hurriedly begged for mercy. After a while of coaxing, he even called her great aunt. Finally, the 

little girl was amused and said, "That's more like it. This Mountain Demon Ginseng is one of the better 

mid-grade yellow-class spiritual herbs. Although it's not very useful, it can still help you a little."Long 

Chen secretly laughed, "This fellow's nose is so sharp. I must keep her by my side in the future."Thinking 

of the pile of spiritual items he had obtained, Long Chen secretly made up his mind. At this time, Lingxi, 

who was excitedly looking for the Mountain Demon Ginseng, did not expect that because of a moment 

of impulse, she would be taken by Long Chen."Mountain Demon Ginseng is a strange spiritual item. It is 

a type of spiritual herb, but after a hundred years, it has spirituality and the ability to move. It's very 

difficult to find. However, it will not be able to escape from the palm of I, Lingxi! ""Go this way, go this 

way, almost there. Aiya, quickly chase, it's going to slip away, this way …"Under Lingxi's command, Long 

Chen chased at lightning speed. When he rushed past a huge boulder, he already saw the so-called 

Mountain Demon Ginseng. It was a little person about a foot tall, and its whole body was emitting a 

misty yellow light. A thick medicinal fragrance came from its body, causing Long Chen to be a little 

tempted."This is the key to me being in the limelight at the family meeting. I have to get it no matter 

what."With the strong support of the Stars Battle Body, Long Chen burst out with a super high speed 

and shot towards the Mountain Demon Ginseng.He suddenly rushed into a valley, and the Mountain 

Demon Ginseng was right in front of him. At this time, Lingxi suddenly shouted, "Hey, hey, stop, hide!"In 

the past three days, the two of them had already formed a tacit understanding. Even though the 

Mountain Demon Ginseng was right in front of him, Long Chen knew that as long as there's life, there's 

hope. This desolate beast region was not a place where he could do as he pleased, so the first thing he 

needed to do was to preserve his own life. Thus, when Lingxi said to hide, he rolled on the ground and 

suddenly crashed into a mountain crack. 

 

Just as he rushed into the mountain crack, the fleeing Mountain Demon Ginseng immediately stopped. 

This was because a few beast roars sounded out from the darkness of the valley. In the next instant, a 

few black figures quickly rushed out and surrounded the Mountain Demon Ginseng. The sound of heavy 

breathing came from the mouths of these demonic beasts.There was a total of five demonic beasts. 

Their entire bodies were pitch-black, and their bodies were robust like black panthers. However, their 

snouts were long and pointed, and their four claws were like blades. As they ran, dark red lines 



appeared on their bodies, and a bloody aura suddenly pervaded the valley."It's actually … an Earth 

Demon Hound …" 

 


